
Islais Creek/Bayview Community 
Meeting #3

Summary
November 2020 – February 2021



In support of public health efforts to slow the spread of COVID-19, the Port began hosting 
virtual meetings on the Waterfront Resilience Program (WRP) to offer flexibility to meeting 
attendees. These meetings sought to educate and engage the communities of the Southeast 
waterfront.

Multiple approaches were used to ensure broad outreach, and engagement during COVID-19.

• Roadshow Presentations: These presentations are typically 15-20 minutes in length with 
about 10-20 minutes for Q&A. These presentations were made to Community Based 
Organizations (CBOs), neighborhood committees, and/or convener groups.

• Co-hosted Meetings: These are typically co-hosted meetings with a CBO. The presentation is 
longer (about 30 minutes) with opportunities for polls, questions, and other engagement 
activities within the presentation.

COMMUNITY MEETING #3 OVERVIEW
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COMMUNITY MEETING #3 OVERVIEW

Summary of Meetings Conducted
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MEETING DATE/TIME TYPE

Bayview Merchants Association 
(BMA)

Tuesday, November 17, 2020, 
6:00 PM

Roadshow Presentation

A. Phillip Randolph Institute SF 
(APRI)

Wednesday, December 2, 2020
6:00 PM

Co-hosted Meeting

SF Public Housing Tenants 
Association

Wednesday, December 9, 2020
5:00 PM

Co-hosted Meeting

St. John's Missionary Baptist Church Thursday, December 10, 2020
6:00 PM

Co-hosted Meeting

Bayview CAC Wednesday, January 6, 2021
6:00 PM

Roadshow Presentation

Hunters Point Shipyard CAC
(HPS CAC)

Monday, February 8, 2021
5:00 PM

Roadshow Presentation

Southeast Facility and Design CAC Thursday, February 11, 2021
4:00 PM

Roadshow Presentation



• Share program updates and 
recap earlier community 
feedback

• Update attendees on the US 
Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) Flood Resiliency 
Study, and other WRP efforts, 
including the Southern 
Waterfront Seismic 
Vulnerability Assessment 
and Multi-Hazard Risk 
Assessment

• Introduce “measures”

• Identify key priorities from 
community and stakeholder 
engagement

COMMUNITY MEETING #3 OVERVIEW

Agenda
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MEETING ATTENDANCE
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Combined for all 7 
meetings, 
approximately 92 
people logged in



• During the co-hosted 
presentations, attendees 
engaged in various activities:

• What is the first word 
that comes to mind for 
you for "San Francisco 
Waterfront?"

• How concerned are you 
about sea level rise?

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY

Ice-breaker/ Word Cloud
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SAMPLE POLL RESULTS
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Word Cloud From SF Public Housing Tenants Association Co-Hosted Meeting: Wednesday, December 9, 2020



SAMPLE POLL RESULTS
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Word Cloud From St. John's Missionary Baptist Church Co-Hosted Meeting: Thursday, December 10, 2020



OVERVIEW: WHAT WE HEARD

We heard the following general comments and feedback from the community meetings:
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• Majority of individuals expressed concern at the amount and highly technical level 
of information being presented. They requested copies of the materials to review 
and digest.

• Community members expressed the need to remain apprised of project updates. 
There were multiple questions on when the next meeting would be.

• Community members wanted to hear more about workforce and job 
opportunities.

• Community members wanted to know how far south of the creek the project area 
extended to, and if it included Candlestick Park.



WHAT WE HEARD

• Several attendees wanted to know how the project related to the work being done 
with San Francisco Public Utilities Commission Sewer Improvement Project.

• Community members shared that for them, storm water flooding was an issue and a 
reoccurring area of concern.

• Attendees were concerned with gentrification, housing displacement, and what the 
Port would do to ensure that the project would serve and sustain the local 
community.

• Attendees raised questions around equity and access to resources, jobs, and training
opportunities.

• Attendees were concerned about environmental contamination, and exposure to 
toxic waste, noting much of this location is on landfill.
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APRI

• Walkway at India Basin Shoreline to eco-center, relates to 
PG&E, it's beautiful but doesn’t represent Bayview Hunters-
Point, “my tribe wants to see is their own history and their 
own people being reflected within their community”

• On Ohlone territory, climate change, younger generation has 
to provide solutions, a seat at the table

Poll Question #1

Impact of work on the community
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SF Public Housing Tenants Association

• More concerned with natural spring and creek water rising
• Concerned with the safety from natural disasters
• Question to clarify and ask if related to the fire house and 

floating platform 
• Need more explanation, what part are you specifically asking?
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St. John's Missionary Baptist Church
• “Why is this important to Bayview?”
• Flooding in Yosemite Slough
• Don’t want to get stuck on the hill with flooding
• Jobs for the community



APRI
• 75% - very concerned
• 19% - somewhat concerned
• 6% - not very concerned
• There was a comment stating they were 

very concerned

SF Public Housing Tenants Association
• “Very concerned, some flooding in 

buildings already”
• Concerned with economic impact, jobs 

for the community
• Suggested volunteer Disaster 

Preparedness Training

St. John’s Missionary Baptist Church
• 90% very concerned
• 10% somewhat concerned
• 0% not very concerned
• Comments: 3 comments for very 

concerned
• “Lots of toxic stuff in the shipyard, safety 

hazard for me”

Poll Question #2

How concerned are you about sea level rise?
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APRI
• Equal weight on Impact on the 

Waterfront, Cost, and Compatible 
Measures

• Comments: Design Life, Adaptability
• 41% Adaptability
• 24% Design life

Poll Question #3

Evaluating Measures – What matters most to you?
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SF Public Housing Tenants 
Association

• Should be building for 100 years from now

• Impact on waterfront, especially wildlife

St. John’s Missionary Baptist 
Church

• “Designed life and risk reduced because our 
safety comes before anything, it’s better 
safe than sorry”



APRI

• There were lots of questions on this slide, no one asked 
any questions regarding the measures

Poll Question #4

Other issues related to reducing flood and earthquake risks?
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SF Public Housing Tenants Association
• Not experts, need to visit in a different way, having trouble 

saying what would
• pointed effort to areas most impacted space for wildlife 

protection and bringing in youth vision to solutions
• engineer for stronger seismic and flood standards.
• education, preparedness, land use practices and building 

code

• Operation Genesis-Young People & their families



Bayview Merchants Association – Feedback Overview

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Wed, November 17, 2020
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Candlestick 
Inclusion

25%

Jobs

50%

Materials
25%

Graph 1 - Pie 
chart 
categorizing the 
questions and 
comments from 
this meeting



Bayview Merchants Association – Specific Feedback

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Wednesday, November 17, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY DETAIL

Question Include Candlestick? What about the Candlestick area? Is that included 
in the Port’s area?

Question Jobs How can businesses, and the merchant association 
get construction businesses in the pipeline for 
jobs?

Question Jobs How can businesses participate in economic 
opportunities that emerge from this project?

Question Materials Will the presentation be made available for us to 
view online?



A Philip Randolph Institute (APRI) – Feedback Overview

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 2, 2020
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Community Benefits
7%

Community 
Inclusion, Housing

4%

Community 
Involvement

11%

Community 
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Decision Making
11%

Flooding
4%Future Outreach
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Gentrification
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History
7%

Housing
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Need clarification
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Other Port/City 
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Graph 2 - Pie chart 
categorizing the 
questions and 
comments from 
this meeting



APRI – Specific Feedback 

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 2, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question Decision Making Who makes these decisions

Question Decision Making does Lindy Low even live within these communities facing environmental racism ?

Question Community Involvement How does us as the people who live in the community be part of the project

Question Safety how clean is the area before building? from any led or radiation, If there's any?

Question Need clarification What do you mean by engage and not react

Comment Need clarification I'm very confused

Question Safety

When the Oct. 17th 1989 Earthquake hit the San Francisco area, saw the city having a long 
process of things destroyed and taking time to be repaired. It was very devastating for the 
Bayview/Hunters point as well around the city of San Francisco. My question would be will the 
possible new structures will keep the neighbor safe for families? Or will there be issues of 
families being displaced? I will be worried if this project will not protect future generations.

Comment Gentrification
the black/brown community is concerned about gentrification. The popular opinion is that 
these upgrades in the area are not for our people, but for the other races who are moving in 
and moving the minorities out!

Question Decision Making
What is the difference this time with True San Franciscans inputs in a project that would really 
matter when a project is actually implemented?

Comment Flooding reduce the flood risk (Tide gate)

Comment History
We spoke on this years ago when Alcatraz began to deteriorate. We realized that seawall and 
waterfront was impacted moving forward.



APRI – Specific Feedback 

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 2, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Comment Housing Yes! housing is so important for all my families I engage with in the Bayview neighborhood

Comment Youth, Jobs, Training
Need to engage the Youth who need jobs or job training to continue to live in their 
neighborhood they live in

Comment Materials It would be great if we had a copy of tonight's presentation thanks
Comment Housing We Affordable need housing.

Comment Community Inclusion, Housing
I would love to see that this project stays inclusive to San Francisco natives and housing 
folks long term. More importantly that the suggestions true community members give 
throughout this time is incorporated in this project.

Question Community Benefits
And each project has community benefits, yet are there actually community folks on the 
negotiating of community benefits that will actually go to the community?

Question Other Port/City Activities Is this project going along with Lennar?

Question Future Outreach What happens to all the questions that have been shared in here since time is short?

Comment Community Benefits Community benefits should be inclusive to real community and real community agencies.

Comment Outreach Strategy

You guys should create a feedback board at several of the sites along the waterfront. For 
example creating a poster board at Herons Head where people can scan the QR code and 
more information about the project and flood risk and pops up on their phone. I think this 
would be an interesting approach to getting information out, because things like sea level 
rise can actually affect the parks we enjoy over time if we don’t come up with a strategic 
plan

Question Community Involvement How about talking to “San Francisco” HP community folks?



APRI – Specific Feedback

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 2, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Question Future Outreach Also when will be the next community based meeting?

Question Community Representation

- Hi  good evening, Thank you for having me a part of this conversation
- Definitely wanted to raise the question with the project going on and what will be in place, how will it reflect the 
res iliency of the community and also the history
- For example, the project that went into the India bay shoreline  walkway that extends into the eco-center, i ts 
beautiful but not related to history of bay view hunters point, history as it relates to the effort and collaboration of 
pg&e’s as it related to bayview hunters point
- one thing that I  know for sure that my tribe wants to see is their own history and their own people being reflected 
within their community

Question Community Representation

- I  would first want to acknowledge the land that we are on, Ohlone territory
- As  we shift into the new reality I  think it’s important to address not just the reality that we are facing which is climate 
change, but also multiple pandemics. Some of us are facing the reality of covid-19, Racism, and the brutalization of 
black and brown native bodies. It i s important to address these realities as we implement solutions for our future
- As  a  taxpayer, I  am very very very disappointed at the lack of urgency i t took for y’all to address climate change
- The younger generation has to provide solutions and opinions for the sake of our survival.
- We not only need to reimagine our day to day l ives, but we actually need accountability. Lindy lowe, what will you 
actually be doing to ensure that our voices are actually heard within these meetings?
- Just because y’all are paying us, we actually need a  seat at the table
- A lot of y’a ll are at least trying to make solutions and these consultations, but a lot of y’a ll don’t live in the 
communities that are facing environmental racism
- We actually need a seat at the table because a lot of these solutions can be easily addressed by the people within 

their own community



APRI – Specific Feedback

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 2, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question Jobs

1. How to make transportation that is resilient? I noted that y’all are in collaboration with MUNI and 
MTA and I personally think that we must make transportation a public good and not a commodity. 
The money is there, we are the second wealthiest city in the US, from a recent study that was 
published

2. Economy – a sustainable economy that benefits local residents, workers and industries. Now, more 
than ever, we need a solidarity economy. We need to reshift how we view the economy, because of 
covid, the unemployment rate is at all time high. The most vulnerable communities are impacted by 
this. Additionally, we need a research-based economy where the whole of our beings leads solidarity 
in this way (might have heard this wrong) We are all engaged in valuable social and economic 
resources and engagement. We need jobs now more than ever in order for us to thrive within our 
communities. Not just any jobs, but jobs that will enrich our lives and the lives within the community, 
now more than ever we need to reshape the reality in which we are living in



SF Public Housing Tenants Association – Feedback Overview
Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 9, 2020
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SF Public Housing Tenants Association – Specific Feedback
Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 9, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Question Materials "i just wanted to check, we will  be able to review this in the email?

Question Measures
few years back, this particular project, this firehouse, on a floating platform, can we put establishments and 
bike parking there?

Question Feedback clarification Needs more explaination on the question, what part are you specifically asking that effects us?

Question Safety

- Not concerned with estuary portions
- More so, natural springs & creeks, water rising up and underneath
- Sometimes worry more about water rising up at the bayline and underneath
- Wondering in long term, how safe is it with tsunamis and earthquake and natural disasters

Question Timeline What is the timeline of these 3 projects?

Question Safety SFPUC has commenced a multi-bil lion dollar project, how seismically stable is the SSIP?

Comment Big undertaking

- Wanted to jump on this, timing is the most important, when we have big projects coming on, we should be 
building for 100 years from now
- Seems unfair, we did a 20 year buildout from Mission Bay and Mission creek is still on this l ist
- That could have been paid for by the developments, are we going to continue to do this moving forward?
- Looking at the age of things Islais Creek is next b/c of the sewage treatment plant rebuild
- The seawall is going to take a full  earth move of god and christ to get that done, been on the ballot a couple 
of times, it is what it is

Question Materials

- Is it possible to get copies of this slideshow so that we can review it?
- the language is new to a lot of people, so if they can review it and do their own research, they’ll  feel more 
adequate in asking questions and it would be helpful



SF Public Housing Tenants Association – Specific Feedback Overview
Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Wednesday, December 9, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question Materials, Future Outreach
- Is there a way to do more pointed meetings so that it includes more than our community 
leadership, to include more residents and people who will  be impacted most by timeline
- Or put out some educational material

Question Community Impact, Jobs, Training
what will  be the economic impact on our community. Also job training, and other opportunities, 
small businesses etc.

Comment Flooding very concern, because some buildings have flooding in building

Comment Flooding Please note the South East residents experience flooding during major consistent rains..

Comment Training I think there should be a volunteer Diaster Preparedness training

Comment Wildlife Impact on waterfront especially wildlife

Comment Need clarification
honestly, we or most of us are not the experts. I think we need to revisit this conversation in a 
different way.

Comment Wildlife, Youth
pointed effort to areas most impacted space for wildlife protection and bringing in youth vision to 
solutions

Comment Confusion I'm having trouble saying what would reduce flood risk

Comment Engineering engineer for stronger seismic and flood standards.

Comment Education education, preparedness, land use practices and building code

Comment CBO? OrganizationOperation Genesis -Young People & their families

Comment Future Meetings
I will  be looking forward for another opportunity to understand this process & its implications 
better



St. John’s Missionary Baptist Church – Feedback Overview

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Thursday, December 10, 2020
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this meeting



St. John’s Missionary Baptist Church – Specific Feedback

Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Thursday, December 10, 2020
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question Relation to Bayview why is this important to bayview

Question Flooding

- Main concern is Yosemite slough, going around to candlestick park, will the seawall be 
there too?
- Yosemite has been flooding for years and years, so it’s important to put the seawall 
there too

Question Identifying Assets
Been to meetings before, feel this is important to take care of this matter now, I don’t want 
to get stuck on hill for flooding, no stores on the hill or access to resources if we are stuck

Question Jobs What will be the economic impact on the community? Jobs for the community
Question Jobs will there be job available
Comment Cost its important to bayview because families won’t be able to pay for the damages.
Question Jobs Also, will district 10 have priorities for these jobs
Comment Excited I feel really good abt this I’m excited
Comment Toxicity I’m really glad that this is getting taken care of the ship yard has a lot of toxic stuff there
Question Training, Jobs with these jobs will you guys be providing training for these jobs to get them ?
Comment Toxicity Very concerned, lots of toxic stuff in the shipyard, safety hazard for me

Comment to poll Design Life
i would say designed life and risk reduced because our safety comes before anything, it’s 
better safe than sorry.

Comment Youth Engagement
Kids of bayview are our future therefore it’s great you guys are getting their feedback. 
amazing!

Question Safety will there be frequent maintenance checks on this?
Question Future Meetings How long do you anticipate this process taking place? Future meeting, replace in future?



Bayview CAC – Feedback Overview

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Wednesday, January 6, 2021
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categorizing the 
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this meeting



Bayview CAC – Specific Feedback 

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Wednesday, January 6, 2021
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question
Include 

Candlestick?
What about the area to the South of the Creek? Does the project area include 
Candlestick Park?

Question
Sewer 

Improvements Will there be any sewer improvements happening as well?

Question Open Space
Are there going to be trails? Open space pathways? What is the timeline for 
that? Can you do something similar like Crane Cove Park at Pier 70?

Question Equity
What are the list of projects, priorities, and how are you going to ensure that 
equity is a criteria throughout the project?



Hunter’s Point Shipyard CAC – Feedback Overview

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Monday, February 8, 2021
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Hunter’s Point Shipyard CAC – Specific Feedback 

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Monday, February 8, 2021
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question Measures For example Herons Head, what do you mean by softened edges?

Question
Other Port/City 

Activities

Not related to Islais Creek – What are you doing with Ocean Beach? Have 
prevented people from going there. Want to take my hat off to you; it’s a 
huge project, when I’m out there walking see beautiful birds and their 
habitats... How will you manage that and bring it under control?



Southeast Facility and Design CAC – Feedback Overview

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Wednesday, February 11, 2021
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Southeast Facility and Design CAC – Specific Feedback

Type: Roadshow Presentation | Wednesday, February 11, 2021
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TYPE CATEGORY COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Question Planning - Priorities You say you prioritize near, mid and long term. Do you have a list?
Question Studies When will the study be done
Question Funding Is it because of funding, or is funding the main reason to start work?
Comment Flood Map Wants to go back to the map slide and see if 1550 Evans is within the flood plane

Comment Upcoming Meetings
- If there are any community meetings to attend, please keep us in the loop
- Appreciate the presentation 

Comment Community Engagement
- Want to commend the extensive community engagement
- Had so many walk of life that participated
- Was part of the SF group to assist Brad and the Port, Land Use Master Plan, very familiar with the project

Question City's/ other agencies role
Different roles of agencies, knows the Port mentioned SFMTA & Planning will be involved, has to do with 
Caltrans, will be under Port of SF?

Comment Community Engagement

Port Public Engagement = successful working well with residents, consistency and levels of engagement
- Elaborate on Sanchez, flooding is critical
- Community made clear they want things prioritized
- Only part of city with bridges, any damage will have a large impact
- Keep attention and work with Port
- No other agency in the city better does equity and inclusion, germane and central

Question
Small Business 
Opportunities

Curious about opportunities for inclusion and small businesses? Any other (flood risk, structural support) 
do you see if businesses could have opportunities



WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT A FUTURE COMMUNITY MEETING! 
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